Leave It There

1. If the world from you withhold of its silver and its gold, and you health heart age is stealing on, and you

2. If your body suffers pain and your

3. When your earthly days are done, and old have to get a long with meager fare, just return get that God in heaven answers prayer; he will remember in his Word, how he feels can save lead with the little bird, and he can heal, you safe to the end, make a way for you and never leave you then, he'll go take your burden to the Lord and leave it there.

4. When your youth is over, and you don't look down as sail and your soul is all most sin king in den pair, be sas your

Refrain

Leave it there, (leave it there) leave it there, (leave it there) take your burden to the Lord and leave it there. If you trust and never doubt, he will surely bring you out; take your burden to the Lord and leave it there. (leave it there)